1. Product structure

SK-J3201/SK-J3201A/SK-J3201B
1. Glass cover handle 2. Glass cover 3. Hot pot body 4. Main body handle 5. Main body 6. Hot pot
work indicator light
7. Gear switch 8. Baking tray work indicator 9. Input socket 10. Baking tray

SK-J3200/SK-J3200A/SK-J3200B
1. Input socket 2. Main body handle 3. Hot pot body 4. Baking dish 5. Main body 6. Hot pot work
indicator light
7. Gear switch 8. Baking tray work indicator
2. Technical parameters
Model

Hot pot capacity

Rated voltage

Rated
frequency

Rated power

SK-J3200
SK-J3200A
SK-J3200B

1.8L

220V~

50Hz

1600W

SK-J3201
SK-J3201A
SK-J3201B

1.6L

220V~

50Hz

1600W

3. Functional characteristics
1. Rinsing and baking are integrated, with various functions, convenient use, unique exterior

design and elegant appearance;
2. The function can be adjusted, and hot pot and baking pan can be selected as required;
3. Food-grade health materials are not deformed, resistant to high temperature and healthy.
4. Bakeware and hot pot are coated with high-strength non-stick coating with good anti-stick
effect.
4. Instructions for use
Before the first use or after a long time of non-use, clean the hot pot body and baking pan.
1. Place the product on a smooth table top, and inject water into the pan, with the amount of water
not exceeding 2/3 of the pan body, cover the pan (SK-3201/K-J3201A), and brush a proper
amount of edible oil on the surface of the baking pan;
2. Plug in the power plug, turn the gear switch to the "hot pot" position-the "hot pot indicator
light" is on, the hot pot starts to heat, turn the switch to the "barbecue" position-the "barbecue
indicator light" is on, the baking pan starts to heat, turn the switch to the "barbecue rinse"
position-the "hot pot indicator light" and the "barbecue indicator light" are all on, the hot pot and
the baking pan are heated at the same time;
3. The appropriate gear can be chosen according to your needs and cook the delicious food you
need.
4. After use, turn the switch to "OFF" and unplug the power plug. After the pot body is powered
off for a few minutes, the baking tray part can be wiped with napkin or rag with the help of the
residual temperature of the product to clean the product. The hot pot part can be cleaned after the
pot body is completely cooled. When it is not stored for a long time, it should be carefully cleaned
with detergent.
Note: If you need to move the product during use, please be careful not to touch the metal parts to
avoid scalding!
Cleaning
1. Before cleaning the product, please unplug the power plug. After the product is completely
cooled, please wipe off the sundries in the body with soft cloth and a small amount of water, and
then dry the electrical parts with dry cloth.
2. The main part of the product cannot be put into water or washed with water. Please do not
electrify the electrical parts of the product after accidentally getting wet, and do not use it until it
is dried in the sun.
3. Do not scrub and wipe the baking tray and pan body of the product with metal or rough objects
to avoid damaging the coating;
4. After cleaning, please place it in a ventilated place and store it in a dry place after drying.
5. Safety precautions
Please carefully read the "Safety Precautions" when using this product to ensure safe use, and
keep it properly after reading so as to check it at any time!
!
! The input voltage of this product is 220 V ~ 50 Hz. Please confirm before using it. If the voltage
is too low, the product performance will be affected.
! When using a single-phase three hole socket, there must be grounding protection to avoid
sharing a socket with other electrical appliances.
! Be sure to disconnect the power supply before removing, installing or moving any parts of the
product.

! This product is only for indoor use.
▲
▲ Do not disassemble and repair the product without permission or disassemble the product with
electricity. If the product fails, it must be repaired at the designated repair point.
▲ If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced with a special cord or special components
purchased from its manufacturer or maintenance department.
▲ The appliance cannot be operated by external timer or independent remote control system.
▲ The disconnection device of this appliance is a power plug. Charcoal or similar fuel shall not
be used in this appliance.
▲ During the power-on period of the product, the temperature of some surfaces is very high, and
the surfaces will become hot during use!
△ Please put it on a stable table top or table case to prevent the table top from being baked. Be
careful not to approach fire and inflammable materials.
△ Do not allow children and people who do not have conscious behavior to use it alone. If
children are nearby, use it with extra care.
△ Please wipe it in time when too much oil is discharged and overflows, and do not let oil stain
penetrate into the knob of the product, so as not to affect the normal work of the product.
△ Do not leave the product unattended when it is powered on, and it is strictly prohibited to burn
the product for a long time.
△ During use, it is forbidden to touch the heating element with hands to avoid scalding.
△ During use, do not use knives or metal utensils to cut food in the baking tray and pan body.
△ When cleaning the surface in contact with food, wipe it with a clean wet cloth. Do not wipe it
with metal or rough objects to avoid damaging the coating.
△ During cleaning, it is strictly prohibited to immerse the main part of the product in water or
directly flush it with water.
△ Using accessories not specified by the manufacturer may cause danger; Do not place the
power cord on a hot surface or tie it.
△ After using, please unplug the power plug in time and do not move the product with electricity.

